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Criminal appeal – Extension of time – Prospects of success - Murder – Asphyxia – Probable 

asphyxia - Types of asphyxia – Circumstantial evidence on a submission of no case to answer – 

Causation  

On 3 February 2015 Faith Butler-Cleare dropped her mother, Princess Butler, home from choir 

practice at around 8:00pm. At that time Faith left her mother in good health. Mrs. Butler shared a 

home with her son, the intended appellant, who says that he saw his mother around 11:30pm that 

evening, before he retired for bed and she appeared to be in good health. The following morning 

Mrs. Butler was found on her bedroom floor with no signs of life or obvious signs of injury. The 

intended appellant called his brother, Jenny, who lived next door and his sister, Faith, who came 

to the house. Faith called a doctor - who happened to be a family friend. He examined the body 

and pronounced Mrs. Butler dead. As she had no signs of trauma or injuries the doctor signed the 

death certificate stating that Mrs. Butler died of natural causes.  
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An autopsy was performed and it was revealed that Mrs. Butler did not die of natural causes but 

rather of a violent nature.  

The intended appellant stated that the doors of the home were all locked, none of the burglar bars 

were tampered with and nobody else was in the house. His brother Jenny, who resided at the 

back of the property did not have a key to the home, but would gain entry whenever someone 

opened the door for him. The intended appellant was charged with and convicted of his mother’s 

murder. He has applied for an extension of time within which to appeal on the primary grounds 

that the judge failed to uphold his No Case submission on the basis of insufficient evidence and a 

misdirection by the trial judge to the jury on causation.  

Held: Application for extension of time within which to appeal dismissed; conviction and 

sentence affirmed.  

Where there is sufficient evidence on which a court properly directed could convict the trial 

judge should not withdraw the case from the jury and acquit the defendant. From the evidence of 

the pathologist there was blunt force trauma to the neck. This suggests the application of 

unlawful force to the neck of the deceased which she says is one of the reasons pointing to 

asphyxia as a cause of death. That fact together with the intended appellant being the only other 

person in the house with the deceased who could have caused that injury was, in the Court’s 

view, a sufficient basis for the trial judge to decline to stop the case and send it to the jury for a 

determination of the guilt or innocence of the intended appellant. 

Regarding the complaint of the judge’s misdirection on causation, the medical evidence was that 

the death was caused by probable asphyxia and the pathologist gave evidence of her findings of 

significant injuries to the neck consistent with force being applied by the hands of another 

person. She gave evidence that it was unlikely that the injuries were caused by any seizures or by 

a fall from the bed of the deceased bed. The non-medical evidence was that Mrs. Butler was alive 

and well when she was brought home by her daughter at 8:30pm and at 11:30pm when the 

intended appellant retired to bed. The evidence was that there was no evidence of entry to the 

home by any third person. When the intended appellant found her on the floor he did not 

immediately seek medical help or call his sister. The intended appellant took photographs and 

made a video of his mother in that state on the floor and afterwards called his brother who was 

slightly incapacitated by being deaf. It was only after he called his brother and they had both 

cried at their mother’s condition that the intended appellant called his sister to advise her of their 

mother’s condition. He never himself called for medical help. It was only after the intended 

appellant’s sister arrived that medical help was sought by calling for an ambulance. It was after 

the ambulance arrived and the EMS personnel said that their mother had passed away was the 

doctor / family friend called. 
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In this case the sole issue was whether Mrs. Butler died of natural causes or whether she died 

from asphyxiation due to the injuries to her neck. If she died of asphyxiation due to the injuries 

to her neck were those injuries inflicted by the intended appellant or by someone else. 

The Court is satisfied that the summing up adequately contained the necessary elements and 

having regard to the nature of the evidence the appeal has no prospects of success as there is no 

doubt about the safety of the conviction. A not guilty verdict would have been perverse. In the 

circumstances, and having regard to the length of the delay and the reasons for the delay the 

application to extend the time within which to appeal is dismissed.  

 

Adrian Robinson v Regina SCCrApp. No. 93 of 2013 distinguished 

Alexia Barr and Deangelo Sands v R SCCrApp. Nos. 286 & 288 of 2016 considered 

Geddes v H.M Advocate [2015] HCJAC 10 considered 

Henry v The State [1986] 40 WIR 312 considered  

R v Martin Dyos et al [1979] Crim L.R. 66 distinguished 

Regina v Stanton [2014] EWCA Crim 1695 applied  

Smith v H.M Advocate [2016] HCJAC 67 considered 

The Attorney-General v Omar Chisholm MCCrApp. No. 303 of 2014 mentioned 

 

 

J U D G M E N T 

 

Judgment delivered by the Honourable Sir Michael Barnett, JA (Actg.): 

1. This is a proposed appeal by the intended appellant against his conviction for the murder of 

his mother.  

 

2. Mrs. Princess Ruth Butler (“the deceased”) resided alone with the intended appellant. On 3 

February 2015, the deceased, was brought home from her usual choir practice sometime after 

8:00pm by her daughter Mrs. Faith Butler-Cleare. Faith, at the time she had taken her mother 

home did not note any injuries on her mother, whom she knew to have been in good health, 

nor did her mother make any complaints to her. In essence, Faith left her mother in good 

health on 3 February 2015.  

 

3. The intended appellant saw his mother around 11:30pm on 3 February 2015 before he retired 

to bed having secured the house. He said his mother appeared to be in good health. 
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4. Around 6:30am on 4 February 2015, the intended appellant awoke and went into his 

mother’s bedroom. He saw his mother on the floor with no signs of life nor any obvious signs 

of injuries. The intended appellant then made a video of his mother on the floor and after 

making the video called his brother who lived next door to see their mother. After they cried 

the appellant then called his sister, Faith, who came to the house. The sister then called Dr. 

Austin Davis, a physician and family friend, who immediately came and after examining 

Mrs. Butler pronounced her dead. As he did not see any visible sign of injuries or trauma to 

her body, Dr. Davis signed the death certificate stating that Mrs. Butler died of natural 

causes.   

 

5. The intended appellant stated that the doors of the home were all locked, none of the burglar 

bars were tampered with and nobody else was in the house. His brother Jenny, who resided at 

the back of the property did not have a key to the home, but would gain entry whenever 

someone opened the door for him.  

 

6. An autopsy was performed by Dr. Caryn Sands. It was discovered that the deceased did not 

die of natural causes but rather of a violent nature. The intended appellant was charged with 

murder. The trial lasted seven days and after deliberating for three hours the jury 

unanimously found the intended appellant guilty of his mother’s murder.  He was, thereafter, 

sentenced to 35 years’ imprisonment; that sentence was reduced by two years to 33 years to 

give effect to the time the intended appellant spent awaiting trial.  

 

7. The appellant was sentenced on 4 May 2017 and his Notice of Appeal and Application for an 

extension of time within which to appeal were filed on 9 August 2017. It is well known that 

on an application for an extension of time four factors ought to be considered; they are the 

length of the delay, the reasons for the delay, the prospects of success and the prejudice, if 

any, to the respondent. See The Attorney-General v Omar Chisholm MCCrApp. No. 303 

of 2014.  

 

8. In the present case the length of the delay is about three months and the reasons proffered in 

the intended appellant’s affidavit in support of his application for an extension of time filed 

on 3 October 2018 are: 

“3. That I completed by Notice ofAppeal on the 25
th

 July, 2017, 

2 months and 21 days after the 21 days had expired. My delay 

in completing my Notice of Appeal was due to reasons beyond 

my control, the prison provided me with the Notice of Appeal 

on the 25
th

 July, 2017 and I immediately completed it. The 

same was filed in the Registry on the 9
th

 August, 2017… 
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4. That the delay in the court receiving my application for 

Appeal is not my fault and was (sic) circumstances beyond my 

control.” 

 

9. In considering the intended appellant’s prospects of success I had regard to the primary 

grounds of appeal as follows: 

 

1. That the learned judge erred in law and fact, to call upon 

the Appellant to lead a Defence having regard to the fact 

that the prosecution had not established the elements of the 

offence 

 

2. That the learned judge erred in law and fact misdirected 

the jury that if they found that the deceased died of natural 

causes, then they must acquit but if the deceased died of 

probable asphyxia, the finger might be pointed to the 

Defendant. 

Failure to uphold No Case submission on the basis of insufficient evidence 

10. In summary, the intended appellant says that there is no certainty as to the cause of death of 

the deceased; and further that Dr. Sands could not say that unlawful harm was used. He 

asserts that there was no evidence from the Crown proving that the intended appellant used 

unlawful harm on the deceased causing her death. The intended appellant asserts that the 

prosecution called Dr. Davis and Dr. Sands as witnesses for the Crown. Dr. Davis who was 

first to have seen and examined the deceased’s body found that the deceased died of natural 

causes and he did not indicate any foul play.  Further,  Dr. Davis did not see any injuries 

upon the deceased, which he, during cross-examination, agreed that he should have been able 

to see.  Dr. Sands who was second to examine the body testified that the deceased died from 

probable asphyxia, and she listed 7 different types of asphyxiation. 

 

11. The intended appellant asserts that the word probable used by Dr. Sands suggests that she is 

uncertain. Dr. Sands indicated that all persons die from asphyxiation which simply means 

lack of oxygen or lack of blood flow to the brain. The intended appellant asserts that Dr. 

Sands, in her evidence, did not indicate foul play or unlawful harm. The intended appellant 

asserts that Dr. Sands in listing the different types of asphyxiation establishes that 

asphyxiation could be caused without harm and that Dr. Sands was unable to say which type 

of asphyxiation caused the death of the deceased. The intended appellant asserts that Dr. 

Sands’ evidence cannot be relied upon to support the prosecution’s contention that the 

deceased died as a result of being strangled or beaten to death or more specifically that the 

deceased’s death was a result of unlawful harm done by the intended appellant.  
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12. It is imperative to set out extensively Dr. Sands’ evidence. Dr. Sands said at pages 167, line 

27 – 168, line 12 and pages 172, line 31 – 176, line 5: 

“The postmortem was performed on February 6th, 2015 by 

myself. And the cause of death is probably asphyxia… So the 

cause of death was probable asphyxia. The reason why I say 

probable is because asphyxia is something that can't (sic) really 

see. Asphyxia means lack of oxygen or lack of blood flow to the 

brain. And it is not something you actually see, but you see 

evidence that that is likely the cause. So that is what that 

means.  

…the evidence that points towards why this is likely the cause, 

asphyxia [is]…first is blunt force trauma to the neck. Blunt 

force trauma -- blunt force is any force that isn't sharp applied 

to the neck. And the evidence that suggest that there was some 

application of force to the neck was in the anterior neck -- 

number 1, there is anterior neck intramuscular hemorrhage. 

So after examination of the neck, not necessarily from the 

outside, but there are a number of muscles that are under the 

skin of the neck, and at autopsy there was hemorrhage in the 

neck muscle. That's from force applied to the neck.  

There were also bilateral -- bilateral means both sides. Scleral 

is the white of the eye. And the conjunctival is the pink of the 

eye. And on both sides of her eyes, in the white and in the pink 

part of the eye there was hemorrhage. And the hemorrhage 

usually occur as a result of compression of blood vessels which 

again points towards application of force, or some means 

where the blood vessels were constricted and the tiny  blood 

vessels in the eye will burst. So you have hemorrhage in the 

eyes. They are called petechiae. They are scattered and 

confluent. So scattered mean I can see one by itself, and 

confluent means they join together to form like a lake of 

hemorrhage. So that was in both eyes. 

Also it suggests that there might have been -- that there was 

pressure on the vessel within in the pharynx which is 

examination of the tongue and the trachea. There were also 

small petechiae hemorrhages there. 
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…Blunt force trauma to the head. There were multiple 

contusions on the face. A contusion is a bruise. A bruise is 

where the small blood vessels under the skin burst. Everybody 

has bruises, you hit into something and then you notice it turns 

purple or red at the bruise. So she had multiple bruises on the 

face, or contusions.  

On the left side of her face, peri-orbital is  around the eye. It 

was swollen, and there was a hematoma. So a hematoma is 

where there is blood going into the soft tissue. So it is not just 

swollen, there is hematoma which is blood. 

Abrasions which are also a form of blunt force. It is a scrape. 

An abrasion is where the top part of the skin comes off. So it is 

due to rubbing up against a hard surface, or hard surface 

rubbing up against the skin, and it takes off the top part. So 

that's an abrasion. 

She had contusions and laceration of the mouth. So a contusion 

as I mentioned before is a bruise. And a laceration which is 

also blunt force is a tearing of the skin, and that's due to a 

blunt object, and hitting the skin and the skin splits. 

The tongue. In the tongue, there was also hemorrhage in the 

tongue. 

Subgaleal hemorrhage – number 6 – parietal. Subgaleal is a 

part of the fibrous tissue that overlies the skull. So you don't 

see it from the outside from the scalp, you see it under the 

scalp. And it's over the skull, and its hemorrhage, that is due to 

blunt force. And it was on the parietal region. The parietal 

part of the head is here (indicating).  

Underneath this part of her skull (indicating), it was a 

subarachnoid hemorrhage. And a subarachnoid hemorrhage is 

bleeding over the brain. And so there was bleeding over the 

brain in the same area on her head, parietal.  

And those were under the heading from the cause of death.  

There were other injuries that were found. It was 

intramuscular hemorrhage of the mid-back. So it is not a 

bruise that you see from the outside, this is a cut down of the 
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back. So we look under the skin and there was hemorrhage 

over the bony processes of the spine on the back.  

There was a contusion on right elbow (sic). So a contusion is a 

bruise. She had a bruise on the right elbow.  

And there were abrasion (sic), scrape (sic) and contusions, 

bruises on the right hand.  

Other findings were over the bowel of the intestine. There was 

hemorrhage in the serosa. And she also had fibroids which are 

not related to the death. 

… 

Q. And Dr. Sands, after having found all of these injuries, what 

was your expert opinion as relates to the cause of death? 

A. Can I just read what I wrote? 

Q. Yes. 

A. This 81 year old female, Princess Ruth Butler died of 

probably asphyxia, which is lack of oxygen. A complete 

autopsy revealed blunt force trauma to the neck, bleeding into 

the muscles of the front of the neck and petechiae, (which are 

pin-point hemorrhages) in the eyes and the throat due to 

rupture of small blood vessels. The autopsy also revealed blunt 

force trauma to the head including abrasions (scrapes) and 

contusions (bruises) to her face and bleeding on her skull and 

over her brain, which occurred on or around the time of her 

death and may have contributed to her death. 

Q. And Dr. Sands, with respect to that last sentence that you 

read, is it at all possible that the type of injuries you saw 

during your autopsy would have occurred after death? 

A. No. The injuries occurred on or around the time of her 

death, because you have to have a blood pressure to bleed into 

places. It is a consequence of the injury. The injury happens, 

the blood vessels burst, the heart is still beating, there is a 

blood pressure, and the blood goes into the soft tissue, so that's 

what you see. If it occurs after death usually it is determined 
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there is no vital relation. In other words the blood -- there is no 

bleeding, so it wouldn't ooze anywhere. 

Q. And Dr. Sands, with respect to those injuries, in your expert 

opinion, what -- the type of injuries that you found in your 

autopsy be revealed immediately after they occurred? 

A. You may -- depending on how she might have been found -- 

for example, if you have a ruptured blood vessel in your face, 

and you are lying on your face, you are going to have -- it 

might be more prominent the longer you are on your face 

because the blood is going to pool out of the blood vessel into 

the tissue that has been damaged. So immediately you might 

not see it as obvious, but after time with the blood oozing out of 

the injured blood vessel it may seem more prominent later.  I 

say it depends on position and all those types of things, and 

how sever the injury is. I imagine you probably would -- you 

may not see -- you should see the hemorrhage in the eye, in my 

opinion, I think that should be there. 

Q. Okay. 

A. The other injuries that I have that I would have seen are 

under the skin. So the neck hemorrhage, the hemorrhage in the 

throat, in the tongue, unless you looked in the mouth you 

wouldn't see the tear, but that should be there. 

Q. And Dr. Sands, outside of the injuries that you noted in the 

exercise of your pathologist examination, were there any other 

significant injuries, or any other defect as it relates to Ms. 

Butler? 

A. Anything that I would have found out of the normal will be 

in that same Pathologic Diagnoses. So as I mentioned, she had 

fibroids, fibroids uterus. So that is not normal, and so it is 

mentioned in the Pathologic Diagnoses. It is a finding, but it is 

not related to the cause of death. 

Q. Okay. 

A. And so if there was anything else I would have mentioned it. 

Q. So otherwise she was -- 
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A. Yes, otherwise there was nothing significant to mention. 

Q. Now Dr. Sands, I want to take you to photograph number 

18. In your expert opinion could a fall from this bed that is 

shown in photograph number 18 contribute or cause the 

amount of injuries you saw during your examination? 

10 A. You might expect -- I will say it is unlikely. It is highly 

unlikely. You might get a bruise, maybe an abrasion or a 

scrape, but certainly not significant. And the pattern of injury 

that she has is not consistent with a fall. So she has facial 

injuries, neck injury, head injury, injury to the back. So it is 

not -- the pattern isn't consistent with a fall and certainly not 

from a bed. 

Q. Okay. Now with respect to your findings again, are they 

consistent with someone having a seizure? 

A. Well there are different types of seizures. There are some 

seizure where somebody doesn't – they just blank out, so there 

is no movement. Then you have other seizures -- if anyone has 

ever seen -- chronic seizure where the body shakes. But unless 

there is significant movement which usually doesn't happen, 

and many things that the body will be hitting or striking, it is 

also unlikely that having a seizure can cause those injuries. She 

has an injury to her tongue, and people who have seizure can 

bite their tongue. So of whatever she has here, the only thing 

that might be related to a seizure is the fact that she bit her 

tongue, but not anything else. So you can't take that one thing 

in isolation, everything is together. 

Q. And the injuries to the neck? 

A. Similarly its unlikely. Not even by itself could it usually be 

caused by a seizure.” 

13. I set out the cross-examination of Dr. Sands extensively as found at page 176, line 11 – page 

188, line 28: 

“CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. CASH: 

Q. Doctor, you mentioned that your cause of death finding was 

probably asphyxia, and you also said asphyxia is basically lack 

of oxygen, is that correct? 
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A. Yes. It is a very broad term. It is lack of oxygen by many 

means. 

Q. Are there various types of asphyxiation? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Can you tell the court and the jury those different types? 

A. So the broad term is lack of oxygen and/or lack of blood 

flow. So if you were to compress or cut off someone's blood 

flow to their brain you would have essentially cut off the 

oxygen to someone's brain, so that will be asphyxia. Now how 

that can happen, that can happen many ways. A common way 

of asphyxia due to compression of blood vessels will be 

asphyxia due to hanging. So if someone were to hang 

themselves, the hanging compresses the blood vessels in the 

neck, there is no oxygen to the brain, they die from asphyxia 

due to hanging. You can have compression of blood vessels 

because someone puts their hands to compress the blood vessel 

around the neck. That is asphyxia due to strangulation. Or you 

can use a ligature, that is asphyxia due to ligature 

strangulation. Those things cut off the blood flow.  

Asphyxia due to lack of oxygen could be many things. You can 

stop somebody from breathing oxygen, that's asphyxia. You 

can displace oxygen. So for example, asphyxia due to blocking 

the airways (indicating) that is suffocation. So you haven't 

compressed any blood vessels, but you have stopped oxygen 

from going into the body. So that is asphyxia due to suffocation 

(indicating).  

Asphyxia due to displacing oxygen, for example, carbon 

monoxide. If somebody gets trap (sic) where there is no oxygen 

coming in eventually you will be breathing CO2 so you no 

longer breathing oxygen. You are quite fine, no one is 

compressing anything, but it's asphyxia.  

You have asphyxia due to smoke inhalation. So instead of 

oxygen you are breathing in smoke. You die from smoke 

inhalation, but that is also asphyxia.  

Drowning is a form of asphyxia. 
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At the end of the day everybody dies because one, the heart 

stops beating and there is lack of blood flow. So it's a very 

broad term to suggest that somebody's blood flow is stopped 

and similarly, or likewise there is no oxygen. So it is very 

broad.  

But in this instance why I say probable asphyxia due to, and I 

have the reasons why. 

Q. Okay. Now doctor, in your expert opinion can asphyxia be 

occasioned accidently? Can you accidently asphyxiate, a lack 

of oxygen? 

A. You can accidentally asphyxiate if you accidently choke. So 

if you were to choke on something and it blocks off the airway. 

So of course that is also asphyxia due to choking, it blocks your 

airway. You can asphyxiate because you are in a position 

where you can't breath. So if something fell on someone here 

(indicating), and it blocks them from being able to move their 

diaphragm up and down and breath properly, eventually they 

can not oxygenate their blood they die from asphyxia. It is 

called positional asphyxia. They have -- you know there is a 

thing where you hog tie or you do -- there is a term that they 

use, I can't remember, but that is a type of positional asphyxia. 

Q. What about gagging? Is gagging another way someone can 

be asphyxiated, or is -- 

A. I don't know. If I am gagging by myself or somebody gags 

me? 

Q. Perhaps if you choke, say on your own tongue, is that a 

way? 

A. You can have where -- it is -- I suppose it's a gagging if the 

tongue falls backwards and block the airway or the tongue gets 

swollen and blocks the airway. Usually there are some 

neurological defect where someone doesn't, can not correct it. 

Like you have a problem with that. So for example a baby, we 

have to burp, and older people. So at the extreme of age 

usually. So someone who maybe had a stroke and they lose 

their reflex to gag. Gagging is a reflex. And so most of us, if 

anything goes down the wrong hole, as we say, we will cough 
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and we will gag. So unless something is wrong with you, you 

tend not to choke on your own tongue. So usually you have to 

have something wrong with you, or you are drunk beyond 

belief for instance and loss (sic) consciousness. 

Q. Now you said that it is it more likely with the younger 

persons, children, baby? 

A. Or somebody who is older that has had a stroke or some 

neurological deficit. 

Q. And when you say elderly, 80 years old? 

A. Yes, sure. Or someone who has had a stroke. Usually when I 

say it that way they may have dementia or some degenerate 

brain disease due to age. 

Q. Can a seizure cause you to loose your gag reflex as well? 

A. A seizure -- you can -- the mechanism of asphyxia in a 

seizure is really lack of oxygen to the brain. It really isn't 

because you have lost your gag. Depending on how long the 

seizure is, you cut off the oxygen to the brain. Usually it is 

short duration in people who have had seizure, but the idea is 

that you don't want -- because the muscles tighten, they always 

say you don't want the person to choke on their tongue or bite 

their tongue. But you don't want them to also aspirate. So it 

isn't so much gagging, they are not conscience (sic). 

Q. You use the term aspirate, what does that mean? 

A. Aspirate will be one of the consequences of somebody with a 

seizure which will be the same reason why we will pat a baby 

on the back we are feeding. But you don't want the stomach 

contents to go into the airway; that is aspiration. 

Q. Now doctor in relation to your pathologic examination, your 

autopsy, can you say definitively whether or not Ms. Butler 

had a seizure on or around the time of her death? 

A. No, I can not say definitively. 

Q. Now doctor, if someone has had a previous seizure, does it 

make it more likely that they wouldn't have another seizure in 

the future, or is there any relationship? 
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A. It depends on the cause of the seizure. 

Q. It depends? 

A. Yes. There are many manifestations of seizure, seizure 

activity first of all. And second, if the person is known to be -- 

known to have seizures they should be on medication. And 

then if they are not, and they are known to have seizures, sure, 

they will have another seizure. It is possible they can have 

another seizure. If you someone is (sic) -- if you have a problem 

with your sugar or other chemicals in your blood stream that 

do affect the brain you might have seizure (sic). And if it 

happens once it can happen again, if you have those preexisting 

conditions. 

Q. And from your examination would you be able to say 

whether or not she was on any antiseizure medication? 

A. Not from my examination, no. I can look at the brain, which 

I would have, to see whether or not there was evidence of an 

old stroke. An old stroke can be a focus for a seizure, if there 

was one. Then you can -- it is possible that could be the reason 

that she had a stroke, or may have had a stroke. But there was 

no focus for a seizure in the brain that I could see. I wouldn't 

be able to tell if you she was on any medication or not on any 

medication. 

Q. Yes. Now doctor, can you absolutely definitively rule out 

that Ms. Butler may have choked to death? 

A. Choked as in -- so now after defining asphyxia, when you 

say choking, choking means something in her airway. 

Q. Something in the airway. 

A. Well I would examine the airway, there was nothing in her 

airway. But if you are asking if there was another means of 

asphyxia, I can't exclude another means of asphyxia, otherwise 

I wouldn't have written it. 

Q. Okay. 

A. You ask me all the definitions and then you say choke. 

Choke mean choking on something. So there was nothing in 
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her airway that obstructed the airway.That's choking. Now if 

you say choking (indicating) which people say that. 

Q. No, I don't mean strangulation. 

A. That I can not exclude, and I can not exclude this 

(indicating), which is suffocation. I use my hand, 

but it doesn't have to be. 

Q. It could be anything. 

A. Yes. 

Q. Now doctor, when you say choking, something in -- 

A. In the airway. I examine the airway. As a part of examining 

the tongue and the pharynx and everything else, you see the 

airway from the top right to the lung. 

Q. Now is it possible for someone to choke and asphyxiate, and 

the thing that is blocking their airway is expelled? 

A. Not unless -- once they have choked and asphyxiated they 

would be dead, nothing will come out. 

Q. Yes. 

A. Someone will have to go in and take it out, that is one. Two, 

if she is choking, then you will have known that, somebody -- 

you know you do whatever you do to try and expel it while she 

is still alive. 

Q. That is assuming that there was somebody else who could 

have assisted her. 

A. Right. But if she choked on it and died, it should stay right 

there. It will be exactly where it was where it caused the 

obstruction and the asphyxiation. 

Q. Now doctor, you say that a fall couldn't have caused all 

these injuries? 

A. Not -- well the question was from the bed. 

Q. A fall from the bed. 
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A. And from that bed no, it is unlikely. 

Q. Could a fall have caused the injury to the head, the 

hematoma I think you called it? 

A. Here -- if she fell on the back of her head, yeah, it's possible. 

Q. Thank you doctor. Doctor, you mentioned in your evidence 

when my learned friend was questioning you, that you 

shouldn't have been able to see on or around the time of death 

the hemorrhaging around her eye, I believe in one of the 

photographs, number 3? 

A. Yes. I believe so. That picture is the left eye, that is the eye 

that had the swelling that I saw at autopsy. And if that eye was 

-- if they flipped the eyelid back I think the hemorrhage should 

have been visible. 

Q. Now mainly doctor, if you would have used a torch, one of 

those tiny flashlights that the doctor use and you shine it into 

the eye, will you be able to see this hemorrhaging? 

A. It depends on how wide the eye was open. And I do not 

know which eye might have been examined. So the left eye has 

the more pronounced hemorrhage, and the swollen. That may 

not have been the eye where you might have looked at, so I 

don't know. 

Q. Now it is not apparent here doctor -- it is not apparent in 

the photograph, but was there hemorrhaging in both eyes? 

A. There was. And I said scattered and confluent 

hemorrhaging, the left side more than the right. 

Q. The left side more than the right? 

A. In the body of the report it's a little more detail. So the left 

eye, which is the one that was swollen, had more hemorrhage 

than the right side. 

Q. But the right side also had hemorrhage? 

A. Yes. But you know I am looking underneath the eyelid. I am 

not looking at the iris or the pupil. 
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Q. When you say looking underneath the eyelid, you mean 

opening it? 

A. Oh yeah. The whole thing. 

Q. Now doctor, I want to take you to photograph number 1. 

When you look at photograph number 1 there is -- I don't 

know how to characterize it, you have contusion or abrasion on 

her nose? 

A. I think abrasion. 

Q. Abrasion, okay. Would any sign of this abrasion have been 

apparent on or around the time of her death? 

A. I think you should see it. I examined -- she died on the 4th -- 

just two days later. I don't see -- sometimes injuries are more 

prominent if the body is not -- if it is left in-between the injury 

occurring they just become more prominent. But I -- I mean 

the size of it, it is not a small abrasion. 

Q. It is not. But in relation to this you saying you should have 

been able to see it? 

A. I think so. 

Q. What about underneath the left eye, it appears to be a 

laceration underneath the left eye. 

A. No, I call that an abrasion. 

Q. That is also an abrasion? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Same. 

A. A laceration, for example, she did have, and that will be 

what you see in her lip. 

Q. That will be what I am seeing in the photograph where the 

lip is raised? 

A. Yes. And you see the splitting, there is actual splitting with 

hemorrhage, that is a laceration. 
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Q. So actually doctor -- let's go to photograph number 3, cause 

it has a closer view. That abrasion under the eye, should that 

have been apparent on or around the time of her death? 

A. I believe -- I mean I look -- I look for injuries, so I will notice 

it. 

Q. Yes. But you did not examine her? 

A. No, I didn't. 

Q. If you -- 

A. The injuries in my opinion are red, they are hemorrhagic, 

they are not pale, which will be if the injury had occurred 

after. They occurred around the time of death, because there is 

obvious bleeding with the injury, which mean that she would 

have been alive at the time that it happen (sic). I would have 

noticed it. But I don't know. By themselves they are not rip 

roaring large things, so everything has to be taken together 

because they are all occurred around the same time. So you 

can't take one of the things in isolation in my opinion. 

Q. Now doctor, these injuries to the face, they wouldn't have 

contributed significantly to her death? 

A. They -- again, if I take an abrasion to her nose by itself it 

didn't kill her. If I take just the thing on her head it may not 

have contributed. However, there was bleeding on her brain in 

the same area, and over her brain; that could be toxic, that can 

contribute to her death. I could take that alone. But my point 

is, they all occurred around the same time so I can't take the 

injuries out by themselves and isolate them. So I don't know 

how they -- when they happened, in the sequence of the time, 

but they did happen on or around the time of her death. 

Q. Now doctor, also if you have a hematoma on your head, or 

injury -- is that the injury that bleed into the brain? 

A. No, the subarachnoid hemorrhage is the bleeding over the 

brain. There is a thin membrane over the brain, and there was 

blood there, in the same area that there was blood just under 

the scalp. 
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Q. Now can that injury at the time, or on or around the time of 

her death cause there to be blood around her mouth? 

A. No. No, they are two separate locations. First of all this is a 

blunt force trauma here (indicating). And the blood around 

her mouth is likely due to the laceration on her lip. Which 

again, if she is bleeding out of her mouth then you know she is 

alive at the time. 

Q. Now doctor, could trauma to her head cause a seizure? 

A. It is possible. 

Q. Now doctor, you mentioned the injuries -- there was an 

injury to the neck, and you called those blunt force injuries. 

Can you just explain blunt force injury again please? 

A. Okay. Blunt force trauma is just any injury as a result of a 

blunt force. Now the object that is inflicting the injury is 

anything without a sharp edge. And you have various 

manifestations of blunt force that you can see on her body. So a 

scrape, or an abrasion is blunt force which is the -- where the 

top part of the skin comes off and it is likely due to movement. 

There is some sort of movement, or some sort of friction 

between the object and the skin and the top part of the 

epidermis, or the skin, comes off; that is a scrape, that is blunt 

force.  

Contusion which is a blow which the skin is in tact, but the 

small blood vessels under the skin rupture. They rupture and 

they leave a bruise or hematoma. And that's blunt force, that is 

called contusion or a bruise.  

If the skin splits due to force from a blunt object hitting the 

skin, usually it is against a bony part, or likely in this case she 

has a laceration here, (indicating), it is likely force against her 

teeth, cause her teeth are hard. And you get a laceration where 

the skin splits, that is blunt force.  

Broken bones are due to blunt force. And any hemorrhage in 

soft tissue is a bruise or a contusion is usually due to blunt 

force. The hemorrhage in the neck which you don't see from 

the outside -- so you don't see it from the outside as in a blow, 
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but we see hemorrhage in the muscle in the neck which suggest 

that there was force applied to the muscle in the neck where 

the muscle bled. So it is not like a blow like this (indicating), 

but its force applied. It is not sharp, it will be blunt. 

Q. Now doctor -- 

A. And usually when you have neck hemorrhage there is 

movement of the individual because you tend not to just have 

it. If I just press my neck (indicating), I will not expect to see 

hemorrhage in my muscle. But if there is some resistance to the 

force applied to the neck then you get rupture of small blood 

vessels and you get hemorrhage in the muscle in the neck, and 

that is what we saw on the left side. 

Q. So doctor, can this type of trauma to the neck have been 

caused by someone's hands? 

A. It is possible. It is consistent with a force applied to the 

neck. 

Q. A force applied to the neck. 

A. Likely -- possibly a hand, yes. 

Q. Now can it be caused -- you said it could be caused by hand, 

can it be caused by your own hands? 

A. It is unlikely. 

Q. But you can't rule it out? 

A. It will hurt, I think. So it is unlikely that it could be caused 

by someone's own hands. 

Q. Doctor, can you rule it out? 

A. Again I can not rule it out, but it is unlikely. 

Q. Now doctor, the injury in photograph 5, the lip injury. The 

inner lip injury, could that have been caused by her own teeth? 

A. No. Well as I mentioned before a laceration occurs when the 

skin splits and it is usually split against something hard. So the 

point of less resistance is that either you break the bone, the 

hard part, or you break the skin overlying the hard part. In 
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this instance -- so for instance people fall and hit their chin, 

and you get a laceration here (indicating) because you don't 

break your chin, but you break the skin because the force is 

big enough to cut, to tear the skin, but not big enough to break 

the bone. But because the skin is over the bone you get a little 

resistance and the skin then splits.  

So in this instance, in my opinion, it's possibly caused by her 

teeth, but the force is coming from the outside. You 

understand? The skin is being pressed with enough force that 

the teeth aren't injured, but the skin tears as a resistance. So 

that is consistent with force from the outside against the hard 

teeth. 

Q. Thank you doctor. 

MR. CASH: No further questions.” [Emphasis added] 

14. I also set out the re-examination of Dr. Sands, found at page 188, line 31 – page 189, line 6, 

and cross-examination of Dr. Sands by the jury found at page 189, lines 9 – 26: 

“RE-EXAMINATION BY MR. JOHNSON: 

Q. Just one question Dr. Sands. Now my learned friend 

mentioned, or asked you to list the number of ways a person 

could asphyxiate, and there was gagging, something in the 

throat and all the rest of it. Could an item or thing in the 

throat cause the injuries that appeared on the outside of the 

neck? 

A. No. 

MR. JOHNSON: No further questions my Lady. 

THE COURT: Madam Forelady? 

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY THE JURY: 

Q. Dr. Sands, in your expert opinion were the marks on 

Princess Butler consistent with defensive wounds? 

A. She had -- defensive injuries are usually injuries to your 

hands, you know. You trying to defend your face or defend -- 

so she did have an abrasion on the back of her hand, if I 

remember. She had a contusions (sic) on her hand. If she was 
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defending herself from an object it's possible. She had a bruise 

on her elbow. So the extremities are usually the places where a 

person tries to defend themselves.  

If you are trying to stop a choking or pressure being applied 

and you are able to -- you may try to move something, and in 

doing that you may scrape yourself on the neck or on the face. 

She didn't have anything on the neck, but depending, I don't 

know. This is just theoretical. Those are the only injuries that 

may suggest injuries to herself from defence.” 

15. Where there is sufficient evidence on which a court properly directed could convict the trial 

judge should not withdraw the case from the jury and acquit the defendant. Was there a 

sufficient evidential basis for the trial judge to find that the ingredients of the offence charged 

were proved to enable the case to go to the jury? In Regina v Stanton [2014] EWCA Crim 

1695 Treacy L.J considered the issue of circumstantial evidence in cases where submissions 

of no case to answer are raised: 

“21 …In essence, therefore, the challenge is to the judge's 

evaluation of the available evidence which the appellant 

contends did not go beyond anything more than a suspicion 

that she had played some part in the killing. 

22 …In R v P [2008] 2 Cr App R (6) , Thomas LJ as he then 

was, in dealing with a case relating to a submission of no case 

to answer where the Crown's case was dependent on 

circumstantial evidence, said that it seemed to the court that 

the correct approach was to look at the circumstantial evidence 

in the round and to ask the question, no doubt employing the 

various tests suggested in some of the authorities, looking at all 

the evidence and treating it with appropriate care and 

scrutinising it properly, whether there was a case on which a 

jury, properly directed, could convict. No one would be 

assisted by any more refined test than that. 

23 In the course of the judgment, he cited a passage from the 

judgment of Pollock CB in R v Exall [1866] 4 F&F 922, at 929: 

‘One strand of the cord might be insufficient to sustain 

the weight but three stranded together may be quite of 

sufficient strength. Thus it may be in circumstantial 

evidence – there may be a combination of 

circumstances, no one of which would raise a 

reasonable conviction, or more than a mere suspicion; 

but the whole, taken together, may create a strong 
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conclusion of guilt, that is, with as much certainty as 

human affairs can require or admit of.’ 

We think that that demonstrates the correct approach to a case 

such as this where circumstantial evidence is involved. Plainly 

in such a case the judge has to examine the circumstantial 

evidence with particular care in asking himself the Galbraith 

question.” 

16. From the evidence of the pathologist Dr. Sands there was blunt force trauma to the neck. This 

suggests the application of unlawful force to the neck of the deceased which she says is one 

of the reasons pointing to asphyxia as a cause of death. That fact together with the intended 

appellant being the only other person in the house with the deceased who could have caused 

that injury was in our view a sufficient basis for the trial judge to decline to stop the case and 

send it to the jury for a determination of the guilt or innocence of the intended appellant. In 

my view this ground would be unlikely to succeed on appeal. 

Misdirection by trial judge to jury on causation 

17. The intended appellant complains that the learned judge erred in law and in fact by 

misdirecting the jury that if they found that the deceased died of natural causes, then they 

must acquit but if the deceased died of probable asphyxia he is guilty. The issue was simply 

whether the deceased died from natural causes or from asphyxiation due to injuries from the 

intended appellant? In support of this proposed appeal, counsel for the intended appellant 

relies on two earlier decisions of this Court. 

 

18. The first decision is that of Alexia Barr and Deangelo Sands v R SCCrApp. Nos. 286 & 

288 of 2016. In that case, the appellant Barr inflicted a wound on the deceased with a piece 

of wood. Subsequent to her blow, the deceased was involved with a fight with a group of 

persons who also inflicted blows on him. This Court (differently constituted) overturned the 

conviction. The Court said: 

“58. We agree that although the jury was entitled to accept 

that Barr did hit Akeem on the head it could not reasonably 

conclude that her blow caused his death as opposed to the 

blows being thrown by the other persons. This is particularly 

so as Kizzy Brown could not testify as to the force with which 

Barr hit Akeem. It will be recalled that when asked by the 

Crown how hard Barr hit Akeem in the head she replied “I 

don’t know”. It could simply have been a glancing blow. 

Brown never suggested that as a result of the blow by Barr 

Akeem fell to the floor or stumbled. It was must be recalled 

that Gibson did not see Barr hit Akeem.  
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59. Unfortunately, this issue was never put to the jury by the 

trial judge. Although the trial judge summarized the evidence 

of the pathologist, there was nothing in her direction that 

assisted the jury in evaluating that evidence and in particular 

whether the death may have been caused by the blow inflicted 

by Dario or by the blows inflicted after Barr hit him. The 

prosecution’s evidence was that while Akeem was on the 

ground and Barr was in the car a crowd of persons were 

hitting Akeem and with their fist. 

60. The Crown argues that this is irrelevant as the charge 

against Barr was based upon a joint enterprise. Although the 

trial judge did give generic directions on the jurisprudence of 

joint enterprise, unfortunately, she did not in her directions 

assist the jury with the evidence which could justify a joint 

enterprise. As pointed out earlier the evidence is equally 

consistent that both Barr and Sands were acting independently 

of each other and without any agreement between themselves. 

In our view that was likely the position, but more importantly 

it was never put to the jury and it was an essential ingredient 

in the Crown’s case. 

61. In our view the evidence led in this case was insufficient to 

safely convict either Sands or Barr of manslaughter.” 

19. In that case the pathologist was very clear that she could not say that the blow by Miss Barr 

or anybody else caused the death of the deceased.  

 

20. In that case the Court considered the decision of the English Court of Appeal in R v Martin 

Dyos et al [1979] Crim L.R. 66. In that case a group of youths were in a fight where rocks 

and bricks, etc. were being thrown between a group of 7 and a group of 5. The appellant hit 

the deceased with a brick; he meant to throw it at him, but he misjudged and hit him with the 

brick before he let it go. The deceased died 9 days later, with 2 severe head injuries; one of 

which was caused by the appellant, and the other one’s cause was unknown. The pathologist 

concluded: 1: cause of death was a cerebral contusion due to a fractured skull; 2: the 

deceased received two or more separate blows that could have been from the same or 

different objects; 3: both principal wounds were potentially fatal; 4: no distinction was made 

as to the seriousness of either wound; 5: either wound very probable cause of death; 6: no 

certain way of telling which injury came first: 7: there was reasonable and sensible 

possibility that the deceased might have recovered from the first injury, whichever that one 

was. The court upheld a no case submission that the appellant could not be guilty of murder 
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on the grounds that: 1) there was another injury, 2) that injury may reasonably have been the 

cause of death and 3) that injury cannot be shown not to have been the cause of death. 

 

21. That case, in my view, is of little assistance in determining this matter. In this case there was 

evidence that the death probably had been caused by asphyxiation and there was evidence of 

unlawful harm. The issue was whether she died of natural causes or whether the asphyxiation 

was caused naturally or by unlawful harm. If by unlawful harm, whether it was the intended 

appellant or someone else who inflicted that harm. The issues before the jury were 

completely different. 

 

22. The other case relied upon by counsel for the intended appellant was Adrian Robinson v 

Regina SCCrApp. No. 93 of 2013. In that case the deceased and the appellant were said to be 

in a sexual relationship. Together they drove to a location through a dirt road where they had 

sexual intercourse. Subsequently an argument ensued between the two whereby the appellant 

grabbed the deceased by her throat and pushed her off and she fell to the ground. The 

pathologist said that the cause of death was undetermined. The court quashed the conviction 

holding that it was not enough for the prosecution to prove death. It was necessary for the 

prosecution to prove to the relevant standard that the deceased death was a result of harm by 

the appellant. In that case the evidence was that the cause of death was “undetermined’. I set 

out the evidence in that case as recorded in the judgment: 

 

“19. The following questions and answers from the transcript 

of the trial are, in our view, of special importance to the 

disposition of this appeal. First at 340, lines 6 to 8; lines 16 to 

26 and lines 31 to 32, and at p 341, lines 1to4. 

  

"Q ... were you able to determine the cause of death 

Ma'am? 

 

A. The cause of death was undetermined ... 

 

… 

 

Q. Could you take us through your, did you make any 

pathological diagnosis doctor? 

 

A. The pathological diagnoses are the findings that you 

find at autopsy ... I determined there was evidence of 

recent injury. She had abrasions on the face and 

abrasions are scratches. And there was an 

intramuscular hemorrhage of the tongue. So the tongue 

is muscle and in the muscle of the tongue there was 

bleeding which is an injury. She had contusions which 
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are bruises on both arms and she had scrape on both 

hands. 

 

Q. Doctor, could you explain what an abrasion is and 

then what is a contusion? 

A. Abrasions and contusions are types of blunt force 

and abrasions are scrapes. So it suggest (sic) movement 

along a blunt surface. It is the loss of skin on top. So if 

you fall or if you run against something hard, you will 

scrape yourself. That's an abrasion and contusion is 

another example of blunt force and it is a bruise. So if 

you bump into something or something bumps into you, 

you will get a bruise that is a contusion." 

20. Further at p 342 lines 8 to 19, still in answer to questions by 

the prosecution, Dr. Sands testified as follows in relation to the 

cause of the deceased's death: 

" ... This 66 year old female ... died of undetermined 

causes. The complete autopsy revealed abrasions or 

scrapes on the face and hands and contusions (bruises) 

on her arms. These injuries occurred around the time of 

her death. The hemorrhage in her tongue also occurred 

around the time of her death and usually suggests that 

the tongue was bitten. There was decomposition 

changes and post mortem animal activity. There was no 

evidence of penetrating trauma to the body." 

21. And at p 343 lines 20 to 22, still in answer to the 

prosecution, she stated: 

" ... Examination of the neck, there was no evidence of 

injury on the neck. The chest was symmetrical. And no 

injury to the rib or sternum." 

22. Still in examination in chief regarding the cause of death, 

the doctor at p 344, lines 7 to 8 and 14 to 16 stated: 

"Q. Did you do any internal examination? 

A. All organs were examined internally. There was no 

abnormality in the body cavity. The other body organs 

were all soft but present in their normal anatomical 
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position ... She had no evidence of blunt force or 

penetrated injuries in the thoracoabdominal regions." 

23. Pressed on to state the cause of death, Dr. Sands in further 

answer to the prosecution with regard to the bleeding on the 

deceased's tongue said at p 346, lines 4 to 14: 

"Q. What could cause hemorrhaging in the tongue 

doctor, from your examination your observation of the 

deceased? 

A. Based on my experience it's not, I usually, it could be 

a seizure or fall or some sort the event. But you don't 

normally bite your tongue but something normally 

happen at least enough for you to cause hemorrhage in 

your tongue. It is a big bite. It happened around the 

time she died. Something would have happened may be 

a seizure or some sort of fall or that type of thing." 

24. Unrelentingly, the prosecution pressed its own witness on 

the same page at lines 24 to 27: 

"Q. You mentioned seizure. If someone choke (sic) a 

person could that result in that person having a seizures 

(sic) and therefore, biting their tongue? 

A. No" 

25. The prosecution was undaunted and unrelenting in trying 

to get the doctor to say what was the cause of the deceased's 

death, perhaps in realization that without a categorical finding 

and statement by their expert witness, their case would come 

unhinged. The learned judge had at some stage to remind the 

prosecution not to cross examine its own witness, and to say 

that the doctor had testified that the cause of death was 

undetermined. The prosecution still pressed on. 

26. At p 350, lines 29 to 32 and p 351 lines1to17, the following 

answer on the cause of the deceased's death ensued between 

the prosecution and the doctor: 

"Q: Why do you say the cause was undetermined? 
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A: Yes, I think so. After full autopsy, even with 

whatever medical history, underlying medical history, 

there are certain things you will find significant. One, 

either there is significant injury for instance, significant 

blunt force that might cause bleeding internally. She did 

not have. Any other type of external force that would 

cause significant force; she did not have. In terms of 

natural causes, a natural cause of death, would be cause 

of death solely due to disease and based on the 

examination of her organs they were within normal 

limits. And I cannot look at her organs and say they in 

fact caused her death. So even with hypertension I 

would have expected a large heart. Somebody with a 

very large heart is predisposed to sudden death; she 

didn't have. Somebody who is predisposed to coronary 

disease that is significant, she didn't have. So I don't 

know if that contributed to her death. It's not enough. 

So therefore, I do not know what. I call it 

undetermined. I don't know if l explained that well 

enough." 

27. What was manifestly clear from the evidence was that the 

expert witness could not say what the cause of the deceased's 

death was, least of all could she say, whatever the cause, it was 

at the hands of the appellant. 

28. There simply was no evidence from anyone that the 

deceased died as a result of some harm inflicted on her by the 

appellant whether intentionally or otherwise. 

29. In those circumstances, we think the appellant's no-case 

submission should have been upheld. Moreover, there was 

simply no evidence to ground a conviction on the lesser charge 

of manslaughter which the jury, by their majority verdict, 

returned. 

23. Again, that case is distinguishable from the case under consideration in this appeal. Here 

there was medical evidence as to the cause of death. It was “probable asphyxiation” and the 

doctor outlined the findings on the autopsy that justified her expert opinion. She did not say 

that the cause of death was “undetermined”.  
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24. In my judgment assistance in this case could also be obtained from the decision in Smith v 

H.M Advocate [2016] HCJAC 67. In that case the appellant was charged with murder. The 

central issue at trial was the cause of death of the deceased. The expert pathological evidence 

was to the effect that the findings at post-mortem examination were consistent with asphyxia 

but that it was not possible for a definitive conclusion as to cause of death to be given. A no 

case to answer submission was made on behalf of the appellant at the close of the Crown’s 

case on the basis that there had been insufficient evidence of asphyxia as being the cause of 

death. The submission was repelled by the trial judge and the appellant was thereafter 

convicted of murder. He appealed against his conviction and argued, inter alia, that there had 

been insufficient evidence led to prove that he had asphyxiated the deceased. The Crown 

argued that, while the pathological evidence indicated that there were a number of potential 

causes of death, there was still evidence from which the jury could conclude that the cause of 

death had been asphyxia and that it was a matter for the jury to decide which of several 

possible explanations for the death they accepted.  

 

25. The Court of Appeal rejected the appeal and confirmed the conviction. It held that: (1) the 

jury had been entitled to take into account evidence of a non-medical nature in order to 

determine whether it had been proved that the death had been caused by an assault by the 

appellant in the manner alleged by the Crown; (2) notwithstanding the pathological evidence 

that no definitive opinion could be expressed as to cause of death, there had been sufficient 

evidence from which the jury could conclude that asphyxia was an operative or significant 

cause of the death when taking into account all the other evidence, and the jury had been 

entitled, when considering the evidence of one pathologist that the medical findings had been 

consistent with asphyxiation, together with all the evidence as a whole, to hold that 

asphyxiation had been the cause of death and that the asphyxia had been brought about by the 

appellant. 

 

26. In paragraph 34 of the judgment the court said: 

“[34] There was sufficient evidence from which the jury could 

conclude that asphyxia had been an operative or significant 

cause of the death, notwithstanding that, from the scientific 

view of a pathologist, no definitive (ie conclusive) opinion could 

be expressed. The juryʼs task was to look at all the evidence, 

some of which would not be known to, or taken into account 

by, a pathologist, in reaching a practical decision on whether it 

had been proved beyond reasonable doubt that it had been the 

appellantʼs attack on the deceased that had caused his demise. 

Here, for example, when determining whether the appellant 

had killed the deceased, the jury had the evidence that: at or 

about the time of death there had been an assault on the 
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deceased by the appellant; a scarf had been tied very tightly 

around the deceasedʼs neck such that markings on the skin 

could be seen; and the appellant had admitted to a neighbour 

shortly after the incident that he had indeed killed the 

deceased. When that evidence was taken into account, along 

with that of Dr Turner to the effect that the medical findings 

were consistent with asphyxiation, the jury had been entitled to 

hold that that was indeed the cause of death and that the 

asphyxia had been brought about by the appellant.” 

27. In that case the court followed an earlier decision in Geddes v H.M Advocate [2015] 

HCJAC 10 where the court said “the fact that a cause of death is given as ‘unascertained’ 

upon medical examination does not create a prohibition on a jury determining a cause as a 

fact”. 

 

28. In this case the medical evidence was that the death was caused by probable asphyxia and Dr. 

Sands gave evidence of her findings of significant injuries to the neck consistent with force 

being applied by the hands of another person. She gave evidence that it was unlikely that the 

injuries were caused by any seizures or by a fall from the bed of the deceased bed. 

 

29. The non-medical evidence was that the deceased was alive and well when she was brought 

home by her daughter at 8:30pm and at 11:30pm when the intended appellant retired to bed. 

The evidence was that there was no evidence of entry to the home by any third person. When 

the intended appellant found her on the floor he did not immediately seek medical help or 

call his sister. The intended appellant took photographs and made a video of his mother in 

that state on the floor and afterwards called his brother who was slightly incapacitated by 

being deaf. It was only after he called his brother and they had both cried at their mother’s 

condition that the intended appellant called his sister to advise her of their mother’s 

condition. He never himself called for medical help. It was only after the intended appellant’s 

sister arrived that medical help was sought by calling for an ambulance. It was after the 

ambulance arrived and the EMS personnel said that their mother had passed away was Dr. 

Davis called.  

 

30. In this case the sole issue was whether the deceased died of natural causes or whether she 

died from asphyxiation due to the injuries to her neck. If she died of asphyxiation due to the 

injuries to her neck were those injuries inflicted by the intended appellant or by someone 

else. 

 

31. In my judgment the trial judge in her summation did focus the jury on that issue and the jury 

on that evidence could and did properly convict the intended appellant on that state of the 

evidence. The fact that Dr. Sands said that asphyxiation was the probable cause did not 
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prevent the jury from accepting on all the evidence medical and non-medical that the 

intended appellant caused his mother death by applying pressure to her neck causing the flow 

of oxygen to her brain to stop. This ground, too, would, in my view, be unlikely to succeed 

on appeal. 

 

32. The intended appellant made a number of other complaints relating to the quality and 

sufficiency of the judges summing up. 

 

33. In my judgment those criticisms have very little merit. The summing up clearly directed the 

jury as to the issues they had to decide. It summed up the law, the burden and standard of 

proof as well as the nature of the evidence and the position of both the prosecution and the 

defence. 

 

34. It is not necessary to recite the entire summing up in this judgment. However, for 

completeness we recite the material parts found at page 445, line 25 – page 455, line 22: 

“You will notice how the inference of guilt becomes more 

compelling depending upon the nature and number of the facts 

proved. What conclusions you reach from the evidence is 

entirely for you to decide. When you are considering what 

inference you should draw, or what conclusions you should 

reach, it is important to remember that speculation is no part 

of this process.  

Simply speaking, the Prosecution contends that there is 

sufficient evidence on which the guilt of this defendant can be 

proved, in whole or in part, by the drawing of certain 

inferences from circumstantial evidence.  

First of all, the Prosecution says that the injuries found on the 

deceased were caused by the defendant who beat and choked 

his mother to death.  

The Prosecution invites you to find that even though Dr. Davis 

did not find any bruises on the body of the deceased, and even 

though Ms. Butler-Cleare and Officer Johnson did not also 

find any injuries, it takes a specialist doctor to identify these 

injuries; some of them internal as the Prosecutor says, and as 

Dr. Sands also told you.  

So the Prosecution invites you to find that Dr. Davis is a 

gynecologist not a pathologist like Dr. Sands who has done so 
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many autopsies and is so very experienced. In all fairness to 

Dr. Davis he did not -- he was asked a question about bruises 

and he said; "no, I did not note any bruises". And he 

continues, "you know my recollection, the room was not very 

well lit which is, you know, my estimation is not unusual as far 

as the bedroom is concerned."  

And the defence is inviting you to find that there were no 

injuries. That when she left the house to be taken to the 

morgue that there were no injuries. So you may be wondering; 

well, where did those injuries that you are seeing in photos 1 to 

7 in JB-2, where did they come from? Is Dr. Sands making up 

all of this? What about the album? So if Dr. Sands is lying you 

have as I said the photographs, and that is real evidence.  

Dr. Sands was asked by the learned Prosecutor whether the 

abrasion -- and this is one injury that was referred to, because 

you heard that Dr. Austin Davis looked into the eye. So she was 

asked specifically whether the abrasion under the eye would 

have been apparent or seen at the time of her death. She stated 

that because it is her job to look for injuries she will notice it. 

She said the injuries were, in her opinion, red. They were not 

pale which will be if the injury had occurred after. They 

occurred around the time of death because it is obvious 

bleeding -- sorry, there is obvious bleeding with the injury 

which means that she would have been alive at the time that it 

happen (sic).  

She continued, I would have noticed it, but I don't know. By 

themselves they are not rip-roaring large things, so everything 

has to be taken together because they all occurred around the 

same time. You can not take one of the things in isolation. 

If you believe her evidence Madam Forelady and members of 

the jury when she said that they all occurred around the same 

time, perhaps you might want to ask what time was that. The 

defence invites you to find that when she left the house she left 

without injuries.  

You may ask yourself -- and these are some of the questions 

that you may consider, you are free to reject my opinion and 

the facts. Did she receive them on the way to Butler's Funeral 
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Home, or the Rand Morgue at Princess Margaret Hospital? 

What are (sic) about Dr. Sands' evidence, that there was no 

obvious -- sorry, that there was obvious bleeding with the 

injury, which means that she would have been alive at the time 

that it happened. What about the bloodstain that Dr. Davis 

said that he saw on the sheet which covered her head? These 

are all questions that you have to answer members of the jury, 

bearing in mind that the Prosecution has the burden of 

proving their case that you feel sure. You have to take it also in 

context as the learned Prosecutor told you.  

You saw officer Johnson, you heard his evidence, he is not a 

professional. This was a man, young man on mobile patrol 

around the area, got a call from Police Control Room, went 

there, no foul play according to him -- sorry, the call said 

sudden death, and he went there, was looking for gunshot 

wounds and stab wounds. And did he overlook these injuries 

that Faith Butler-Cleare looked under the lips, did the 

thorough examination that Dr. Sands did? Dr. Davis also, as he 

said the room was dark. Did he, in your opinion, did (sic) a 

better examination of the deceased body than Dr. Sands? 

These are all matters for you to consider Madam Forelady and 

members of the jury. And this is a very important 

circumstance.  

Another circumstance that the Prosecution relies upon in their 

attempt to prove that the defendant is guilty is the photograph 

that he took of his mother's body when she was lying on the 

floor. These are contained in exhibit JB-4. You will also have 

that album to look at in finer details.  

The Prosecution is inviting you to find not -- for you not to 

believe the defendant when he said that his past-time is that he 

like to take photographs. Who with their head spinning, in the 

state the defendant alleged that he was, could properly think 

about taking photographs for approximately four minutes of 

their deceased mother instead of calling an ambulance?  

You heard Mr. Jerome Butler in the witness stand. He said he 

took the photographs and he didn't note the length of time. But 

you heard from officer Pickstock, and you saw on the television 

the time recorded, so it was from 6:30 to 6:34 in the morning, 
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approximately four minutes. So the Prosecution is inviting you 

not to believe the defendant's account. They are inviting you to 

find that it is this Defendant that beat, suffocate, choke, 

asphyxiate, or cause the death of his mother. That is a matter 

for you members of the jury.  

The Prosecution says that the evidence of these two key 

circumstances taken by itself might appear to be insignificant, 

but when you put it together with all of the other evidence in 

this case they -- Mr. Johnson in elaborating yesterday spoke 

about the suitcase, the pillows on the bed, et cetera. And what 

the Prosecution is saying, look at all of the evidence in totality. 

One bit of it may not point to the guilt of the defendant, but 

put all of them together, it is their case that it points to the guilt 

of the defendant and no one else. That is what the Prosecution 

is saying to you. After you have put all of the evidence together 

it is for you Madam Forelady and members of the jury, you 

and you alone to determine whether the evidence adduced by 

the Prosecution is still to (sic) weak, in which case you will have 

to free the defendant, or whether it is strong enough for you to 

say that you are satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt of the 

guilt of this defendant.  

As I indicated earlier, the defendant invites you to find that his 

mother died of natural causes. Or the number of propositions 

learned counsel Mr. Cash put forward to you yesterday; 

whether it was a seizure, falling from the bed, on the way to the 

funeral home, I believe that was one of the propositions. I 

commend you to consider all of the circumstances and all of 

the evidence, the submissions of counsel when they addressed 

you.  

Flowing from the defendant's evidence and address from 

learned counsel, Mr. Cash, he is also saying that the police did 

not do a proper investigation, it was sloppy, there was no DNA 

evidence. There was suspected bloodstain somewhere in the 

room, and they didn't even take that to be tested for DNA. 

Therefore, what the defence is saying, that Mr. Jerome Butler 

is the wrong man sitting there, in what I will call the dock, in 

this room. So later on I will have to come to further directions 

or further detail about what the defendant is alleging after 
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putting forward the Prosecution's case, because it is their duty 

to prove the case beyond all reasonable doubt.  

Then you also heard from Sergeant Evans who came into this 

case late. As you heard, this matter did not start out as a 

homicide, it was a sudden death. I believe when Dr. Sands 

conducted the autopsy that is when some evidence came out, 

and the police started investigating this matter in more detail. 

So Sergeant Evans said he visited the home of the deceased 

where Jerome Butler, the defendant lives, or lived, on the 9th 

of February 2015, that's five to six days after the incident. He 

told you the stage when he came on.  

He said that on that day, he and officer Martin proceeded to 

the house. He knocked at the door got no response. He went to 

the eastern side of the house where we knocked at the windows 

on that side. At that time a male voice answered -- I am 

quoting directly from the evidence of Sergeant Evans. At that 

time a male voice answered. He told the male voice that we are 

police officers and he needed him to come to the front door. 

They went back to the front door, he and officer Martin, which 

is on the northern side of the house, and no one came. They 

proceeded back to the eastern side, the male voice did not 

answer any more, so they left and went back to CDU.  

You heard the defendant said that when he is home he has his 

room air-conditioned. The normal practice, or the normal 

thing; TV on, air-condition on, and even if there was a knock, I 

believe the inference is that with the TV on, air-condition on, 

somebody knocking might be difficult to hear. He also pointed 

out in one of the photographs to where his bedroom is. So these 

are matters for you Madam Forelady and members of the jury. 

Then officer Evans -- sorry, Sergeant Evans took a Record of 

Interview from the Defendant in the presence of his lawyer. 

This is exhibited as JB-10. Sergeant Evans posed questions to 

the Defendant and the Defendant answered. In the Record of 

Interview the Defendant denied that he had any argument with 

his mother about spending money on his girlfriend. He also 

said that he never attacked his mother. In short, he denied the 

allegation that he murdered his mother.  
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The Record of Interview is admissible into evidence, it is an 

exhibit. You have to test the truthfulness or untruthfulness of 

it, bearing in mind that when police take Record of Interviews 

or Statements from you it is not the same as in a court of law 

where it's done under oath, or you affirm, then you are cross-

examined. So bear in mind all of that.  

A Record of Interview admissible into evidence -- and you have 

to test for its reliability, its truthfulness, or truthfulness of it. 

And that is basically the evidence of the Prosecution witnesses.  

As I said, you have sat here patiently and attentively. You have 

heard all of the evidence, I don't think I wish to go into any 

more details into any of the evidence as adduced by the 

Prosecution.  

Now I come to the defence. You will no doubt recall that at the 

close of the Prosecution's case I posed two elections or options 

to the Defendant. I told him that he can either come into the 

witness stand and give evidence upon oath, in which case he 

may be cross-examined by the learned Prosecutor and be 

asked questions by your good selves or myself; or he could 

remain silent, say not a word, and he has a right to call 

witnesses, whichever two of these elections, whichever on (sic) 

he chose (sic). And his lawyer has a right also under the law to 

make opening remarks to you which learned defence counsel 

Mr. Cash did.  

The Defendant Mr. Butler choose to give sworn testimony and 

to call a witness, Mr. Neil Armstrong to testify on his behalf. 

You will treat his evidence and that of his witness with the 

same fair standards that you will employ when you are 

considering the evidence of the witnesses for the Prosecution.  

The Defendant says -- and I am only incapsulating -- very 

intelligent man, no doubt you will find so. He has been a 

Meteorologist for many many years, 29 years I believe he said, 

or thereabout. Comes from a very good family, I understand, 

from The Bahamas. And he loves his mother very much. He 

will never dream of doing such a thing. His mother was all to 

him, his confidante, his friend, his lifelong companion, and he 

lived in the same house with his mother. They have a mother 
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and son relationship, one will expect, sometimes good sometime 

quarrel, nothing abnormal about that. We all quarrel with 

people living in our respective homes. That does not mean that 

you don't love your mother, or the persons who are around 

you.  

So he continues, on the 3rd of February 2015 at about 11:30 

p.m., it was the last time that he saw his mother alive. He had 

gone to her room to say goodnight. He went to sleep. The next 

morning – and he left her in the computer room. The next 

morning after he got up he went to check on her. He went into 

her room and she was on the ground by the bed. He went 

closer and touched her and said; mommy, mommy, several 

times. He did not get any response. He then proceeded to take 

some pictures of her. He said that he took pictures because she 

was his mother. Then he went outside to call Jonathan, his 

brother who has some challenges hearing and speech 

impediment. Jonathan came over and he also tried to wake up 

his mother. After their mother didn't wake up they both cried, 

and then he called his sister and brother-in-law.  

He was very emotional, his head was spinning. He could not 

believe that she wasn't -- because she wasn't suppose to be -- no 

one wants their mother to be -- she was one of his best friends, 

his lifelong companion as I puts it, confidante, friend, and a 

mother was gone.  

His sister came and called the doctor and ambulance. At some 

point in time his sister spoke and we -- sorry, perhaps I will 

retract a bit. The doctor came, you heard his evidence, there is 

no need for me to repeat. He did say that he saw bloodstains, I 

believe, on the sheet. You are better judges of the evidence, I 

hope I haven't misled you in that respect as to what Dr. Davis 

said. If I did, I am sure counsel at the bar table will correct me.  

At some point in time his sister spoke to him about an autopsy, 

and he did not wish for his mother to be desecrated and sliced 

open. One could imagine that also.  

Mr. Butler said that he did not kill his mother. As far as he 

knows his mother was not on any medication. I think Faith 

Butler-Cleare also spoke to that. He did not have a great 
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relationship, there seem to be some degree of animosity with 

his sister, and more so with the husband. And that's normal 

also. We all might have situations like that.  

The defence invites you to find that Princess Ruth Butler did 

not die at the hands of this Defendant. That you accept the 

evidence of the doctor, Dr. Austin Davis, the first doctor who 

examined and who presented a report which came out through 

cross-examination, I believe, that Ruth Butler died of natural 

causes. Because no one could attest to the fact that when her 

body left the home on the morning of the 4th of February 2015 

she had any injuries.  

The defence also invites you, as I have already told you, I 

believe properly (sic) the defence case, that the police did a 

sloppy investigation, no DNA, and so on. The Prosecution 

invites you to find that we have enough circumstantial evidence 

for you to convict, that is their case. You have enough. Not 

every single case will you have DNA evidence, but that does not 

mean that the police did not do a proper investigation.  

The defence also invites you to find that this Defendant has 

maintained his consistency of his account from day one, and 

has remained so until this very day, that he did not murder his 

mother. He gave a statement to officer Johnson on the morning 

of the 4th of February. And it is natural also, this is JB-8, you 

will have that. He is the only person in the house. His mother is 

found dead, there is no magic in it that the police will want to 

ask him; do you know anything about how she met her death? 

So on the morning of the 4th of February 2015 P.C. 3600 

Johnson took a statement from Mr. Butler, and in that 

statement he said; I will have to read it for you because the 

defence said we have been consistent throughout, we have not 

changes (sic) our story.” 

35. In my judgment the jury was well aware of the evidence and what was required of them. 

They understood the obligation of the prosecution and the burden and standard of proof 

necessary to convict. In Henry v The State [1986] 40 WIR 312 the Court of Appeal of 

Trinidad and Tobago observed that in his directions to the jury, a trial judge should clearly 

state the elements of the charge, the issues in relation to the charge, the person upon whom 

the onus of proof lay and the standard of proof required in abundantly plain, unambiguous 

and intelligible language and no further elements were required if the prosecution case was 
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based on circumstantial evidence. I am satisfied that the summing up adequately contained 

the necessary elements.  

 

36. Having regard to the nature of the evidence I have no doubt as to the safety of the conviction. 

A not guilty verdict would have been perverse. 

 

37. In the circumstances, the application for an extension of time within which to appeal is 

dismissed and the intended appellant’s conviction and sentence of 33 years’ imprisonment, 

with effect from the date of his conviction, i.e. 27 January 2017, are affirmed.  

 

 

________________________________________________ 

The Honourable Sir Michael Barnett, JA  

38. I agree. 

 

________________________________________________ 

The Honourable Madam Justice Crane-Scott, JA 

 

39. I also agree.  

       

________________________________________________ 

The Honourable Mr. Justice Jones, JA 

 

  

 

 


